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CHAPTER-3 

KIN TERMS AND RELATIONS 

Kinship terminology or relationship terminology (1984:37) which according to Robin 

Fox (1967) 'makes at least half the anthropological literature' was also seen by 

Morgan, L.H as 'the royal road to the understanding of Kinship system.' 

The proposition that kinship terminology is key to kinship system has been well 

established in ethnographic studies. Necessary cautions have also been sounded to 

avoid the tactical use of terms in real social situations and the erroneous abstraction 

of kinship models by failing to differentiate terms of reference from the terms of 

address (W.H.Goodenough et, a/, 1956). Moreover, most of the studies carried out 

thenceforth, were criticised for male biases (androcentricism). Accordingly, I made a 

conscious attempt to adopt the use of Kin Terms and Relations 70 in this work, also in 

70 Research Method in Social Anthropology-2, ASA, Research Practices in the studies of Kinsl1ip, 
Alan Barnard and Anthony Good, 1984 
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place of the old use Kinship Terminologl1 while keeping in view of the critical review 

that has been going on in the anthropological literatures on kinship studies. 

In the previous chapter I have tried to describe how the matrilineal society of the 

Doya is organised by forming groups at different levels to facilitate exchange 

relations of man and materials and how they are also divided along the territorial 

belongings with shared common titles and allegiance to territorial deities. 

In this chapter we look at the terms with which individual sex and age are 

differentiated and related to all other members and groups in the society. This 

chapter will further enhance what has been already discussed in the previous 

chapter. At the end part of this chapter an attempt is also made to compare and 

contrast Doyas kin terms with some of the communities in Bhutan and other similar 

systems from the existing anthropological literature. 

I shall begin with a consanguinal family with a generation depth of four. 

Grandparents, parents , sons and daughters , their spouses and children comprise 

this group of family. Children born irrespective of their sex in this family are generally 

referred to as Chu (CC) by the grandparents (PP). Their parents call them as Chan 

in general but with particular reference to their sexes sons are referred to as Ra

chan and daughters as Met-chan. Their mother's sisters who share common 

residence also refer to them as their own children . Father's brothers who may not 

necessarily share common wife 's residence also refer to them as their own children 

in general while mother's brother take them differently by referring to them as Lhi-ra 

to the male child and Lhi-met to the female child. All the elder generation call the 

younger by their personal names. 

In close society like the Doyas these relations have well defined rules and 

regulations associated with certain values , attitudes and behaviour in accordance to 

which they conceive , believe and relate to one another to reproduce their members 

and sustain the system of relationships through generations. The individuals as they 

7 1 Dicti onary of Anthropolog y, Macmi ll an , London , 1987. 
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grown up 1n the system are educated on the terms and relationships through a 

constant process of socialisation in the families and peer groups. The nature, 

attitudes and behaviours associated with the interpersonal relations between any 

two individuals may differ from one society to another. Let us now try to understand 

how an individual born in a residential unit as children (chan) or grandchild (chu

chan) grow up and pass through the system of terms and relations within which they 

find themselves until s/he becomes a grandp::uent (YalTa) themselves and ultimately 

leaves the society. 

3.1: Ego's Social Matrix 

A new born child who is bestowed with the term Chu or Chan (one's children's 

children or one's children) not only legitimises the new born as a recruit into the 

society but also fills in a position in the social matrix of relations already interwoven 

and passed on to them through generations. A stream of Chu(s) as new recruits into 

the society continuously flow in through the social matrix from the least differentiated 

status and roles to greater roles and status as they pass through different stages of 

their life. In an equalitarian society like t11e Doyas, a descriptive analysis of the 

members of household around the female line is the most crucial and important for a 

better understanding of the structural and functional unit of the society. 

The residential group around the descendant females comprising of ego's mother 

(Mayu) mother's mother (Ya) mother's sisters (Yu) all brothers and sisters (Pu, Na, 

Tsa) and father (Payu) form a segment of one's matrilineal descent and provide and 

anchorage to many such other lineal groups that inter-linked with each other through 

consanguinal and affinal relations to make the whole society they live in. Such 

groups are like pillars of the social matrix whose structure is constantly maintained 

and reproduced generation after generation indirectly with the help of consanguinal 

males. The lineal group comprises of consanguinal males (Ku), females (Mayu and 

Yu) with their children. Thus, for the purpose of our analysis we can extricate one 

such group, which has an ancestral lineality, and horizontal social link-ups through 
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consanguinal and affinal relations with other such groups and are relatively 

independent from other such groups under different Riih title. 

3.1.1 Ku: Ego's Matemal Uncle 

What is apparent here is the position of male siblings (MB), who take position in his 

wife's residence and yet remain linked with his own natal family. He is referred to as 

Ku (MB) addressed as well differently from that of Pang (FB). Ku is an important 

figure in mother's lineal. 

He has special relation with his sister's children (Lhi-Ra and Lhi-Met)72 for different 

reasons. More so, because Ku is supposed to supply the much needed bone 73 in 

reproduction and perpetuation of the mother's lineage through his own sons 

(Ra-chan). He is referred to as Mahnkpa in wife's residential group, Ra-him by his 

wife (Met-hin) and addressed as Payu by his own children (Chan). It would be 

helpful to look at the terms of address and Reference used by Ego that are relevant 

to the residential and lineal group with a depth of IV generation, where individuals 

are positioned and how they identify each other in the group in a reciprocal 

relationship (Table- 3.1 ). 

72 The term Lhi-Ra and L/Ji-Met refers to cross cousins. There is no term of address among the cross 
cousins. Lhi-Ra V'vUuld mean seed/seedling of individuals born by me~les and Lhi-Met is cornplimer1tary 
to Lhi-Ra born by individuals of opposite sex (rnet-Ma) and without vvllich an individual cannot be 
formed through sexual acts. Ra-Lhi means maize/paddy seedlings. 
Lhi-Ra + Lhi-Met = Chan {children) which can be Ra-chan (Lhi-ra) or Met-chan (Lhi-Met). 
Natives' elders compare female body with that of soil in their function. And male body with the seed/ 
Rain like the way land /soil l10lds the seed and Rain waters to grow crops so do the female body by 
receiving the bone from males' body. 
73 Conception of an individual in human body is te~ken as a result of a union of flesh and /Jone from 
male's body. Males are supposed to carry the Bone or seed of bone and females the F/es/1. 
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Table-3.1: Kin Terms 

TERMS r:orz ALTER lJES I Gi~ AT!\ TER MS FOR EGO 

MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE 

I Jru; -fa 74 
£2~~gy.ii. I' I' P D._,u:2:f.roiJ. f'!!J r-dy.rl]_ 

'l'a l'ayr t Ya Mayu PP Chul l?a-chan C hu! Met-chan 

Pay Mayu p Ra-chan J\11 et-c han 

Dug-/a Mug-ya EPP Clm-chan Chu- chan 

Ta Ya EP fv!ahnkpa Nama 

Pang FB Chan-da Chan-/VIet 

Nii-me FZ (Uri-l?a) (U11-Mef) 

Krt - MB (Lhi-J?a) (Lhi-Afel) 

Yu MZ Chan-da ("han-met 

l'u Na G '/ :1'(1 ·r,·a 

Pul /"sa FBS Pul J:w Nal J:w -

Nal l:m FOD l'ul J:w 
--- ------- ---- .. - ---

(Ur i-m) Nal t:m FZlJ (U1i-m) Na/ f'sa 

Pu/ [sa-mike MZS Pu;7:w -mike Na!Tw-mike -

Na/ J:w-mike MZD l'u l J:m-mike Na/ J:w-mike 

Puf f:,·a MBS Pu/ J:,·a - -

Na!Tw MBD Na!Tw -

!?a-him Mel-hin E !?a-him Mel -hin 

tvlahnke.a ZE 1\ul-rm NwTm 

Nama OE [.un!! -m!~ 
----- - ---- ---- -----

!?a-chan A!el-c/ran c l'ayu i\layu 

Nama sw Ta l'a -
Mahnka DH Ta Ya -
Pu!Tsa Na/'f:,a FBC fYruT'a Na 'Tw 

Lh rRalcha n-da Lhi-MeUChan-Met zc Krt Yu 

Chan-da/Lhi-Ra Chan-MeULhi-Met BC Pang N i 

/vlahnkpa Nama CE 7a Ya 

Clm-cha n Chu -chan cc 'l(l Yo 
--- ---- - -- - --~-- -~---- -

( '1111 - cfll/11 ( 'hu-chan CCC /Jug -/a IJ11g -ya 

74 Underlined terms are mostly used as terms of reference. 
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3.2: Ego's Residential and Lineal Group 

Resident and lineal unit, which is also a segment of a Matrilineage under a particular 

Riih title, has an independent physical existence in relation with other such units. 

They also possess all the attributes and characteristics of a "Primary group" 

(Homans: Groups Theory). The 'we feeling' (Rangka) or the group sentiment 

becomes an indispensable component of our analysis of the Kin-Group. We look at 

how and why a particular group is formed, how its individual members are identified 

and related to each other among themselves through an organisational structure in 

the group which guides, defines and lays down definite ways of recruiting and 

recognising its members, allotting them certain positions into the matrix of 

relationships at different stages of an individual's life as generations pass through as 

Chu (grand-children) without any importance to their sexes at the entry and exit the 

structure as sex differentiated Ya and Ta (PP/P) with well defined status and 

position in the society. An individual member, in the continuous flux of passing 

generations, knows among many things his/her socially approved possible conjugal 

partner in relation with some others and with whom s/he cannot. He is conscious of 

belonging to his group, in terms of closeness and exclusiveness with other such 

groups. Individuals in such group feel contained and contented in all matters of life -

some degree of certainty in emotional, material and other wants of life - all that is 

perhaps, comprehensively contained and expressed at large in the local idiom: 

Rang yo ka notsum itpo (we all have common feelings/heart - an expression of 

resident and lineal group solidarity). This idiom applies to group formation at different 

stages, i.e. from the smallest residential group to a composite of many such 

residential groups under one Riih title or more, but it is more suitably applicable to 

the extended consanguinal family with their affines. 

3.2. I Ego's Group Differentiated 

The group thus, connoted by the idiom, comprises of two descent groups both of 

which consociate with the eldest women-Ya/Ougya (MM/MMM) on certain occasion 

for one group, and by residing together for the other groups. One group consists of 
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all Ku with Ya on annual ancestral worship day. The other group has all the 

residential females of the lineage i.e. Ya-Mayu- Yu and their minor children (G-4). 

This division in the group is manifested only on a certain occasion by an act of 

eating together in exclusive groups after worshipping ancestral and Riih deity. 

G-4: Exclusive groups in a Matrilineage. 

i 
I 

I'VI a yu I Payu 

Note: Dotted lines indicate matrilineal res ident group of the fe male descent and their children. Darker lines 
indi cate the matrilineal link with ma le descencbnt s 

The philosophy of this exclusive group formation is expressed in another local idiom, 

which says: Lhu (k) Kek Cha-a-Lhang Tor-ngo, Lhang Kek Cha-a Lhu (k) Tor

ngo. (When the Jackal eats cock Eagles look on, and when the Eagle eats cock 

Jackal looks on) . The two groups are commensally exclusive groups at the time of 

feasting. When two cocks are offered to the deity each group takes one each 

separately. And if only one cock is offered the group who offered the cock takes it 

and the other group looks on - they are forbidden to partake the meat together75
. 

75 Author was witness to the ri tual ceremony and feasti ng at Ya-c/J irpe's horn e in an overnight stay at 
satakha . 
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61
" Jl1arch,l993, El'euiug. : When I reached Kado's house at Lhokong his second 

eldest Ku (Passa by name) was trimming a small bamboo branch called Duishcha for 
use in a propitiation ritual to be performed by a Nepali Jhankari that evening for his 
grandmother. In a sh01t while after Kado's third uncle also came up fl-om his wife's 
house. Then Kado also came up carrying a branch of a tree called Chenden sing and a 
branch of a broomstick plant. He was a litlle drunk as he explained to me that he had 
to take some drinks with his friends on the way home. Kado ushered me inside their 
house on a small cot near the fire place. Kado's sisters (his mother's sister's 
daughters) were also there to assist in the evening preparation. Kado's foutth uncle 
Chedoji was not there at home as he sent his widow sister and her child to join the 
ritual from La at Raibey. He decided to stay back at his sister's La to look after the 
cocks and hens there in their absence. Kangkop, a Doya Geypa of Satakha and the 
Nepali Jhankari from a neighbouring village called Basanti were there to perform the 
rituals. 

Some preparations were also going on 
outside the house at different places. At a 
large stone platform in the southwest 
direction of the house, a tree stump 
(Damburr) with forks on the top was fixed. 
A blood like sap was coming out fi·om the 
Phloem of the freshly cut stump of the tree. 
Passa Ku told me that it was a pcmlallcll1 sik 
l(ll "/Jhdug worship. At another place in 1hc 
southeasterly direction of the house Ku 
spread a banana leaf on the ground. At the 
south end of his leaf was fixed a Duis/ic/J(( 

along with a small branch of Changdon sing and a small model of Bow and Arrow. 
Some rice, an egg and stone were placed on the leaf near the Duishcha. A whik 
thread ran three/four times around this arrangement. I was told that all these 
anangements were made for the Nepali Jhankari for Shikari Puja. TI1e Jhankari came 
out, walked around the spot and began to chant verses with sacred smoke around. A 
cock was fetched and sacrificed by cutting its neck at the end of the verses. Its blood 
was dropped on the leaf. The egg was broken and the Jhankari examined its yolk 
carefully and said there was no bad sign. (The yolk of the egg is used for revealing 
the cause of any illness or misfmtune). The cock and the egg were roasted and offered 
to the Shikari again and after sometime it was removed and cooked for consumption. 

On the other hand Passa Ku was giving a final wash and ablution to the stone slab 
platform with water and Lusing (a herbal plant). 

Tinee trident shape figures called Selm, were made of millet dough. !\ little butter 
was smeared on pointed ends of the tridents. These trident figures were put on the 
stump branch angles. The sacred smoke was stmted. Some fermented Millet 
(prepared for Yu) was put on the middle Sebu. A pot of well-processed Yu was kept 
nearby. As the sacred chanting began a large cock was fetched and given an ablution 
wash at its feet and mouth and sprinkled with Yu. Then the cock was held by the 
shoulder wings and beaten on the back with the help of chopper until some blood 
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came out of the beak. The blood was put on the middl e branch of the stump amidst 
chanting. Some feathers fi·om tail and wi ng of the cock were pull ed out and put on the 
Sebus. The cock was cleaned off it s feath er and wash ed in hot water. Afier that the 
chest was cut open and little pieces of all th e body p<uts except for th e testicles was 
taken and offered. All the intemal organs of the bird were hung on the forks of the 
stump. Th e remaining body was cut into eight patts, put on the platform along w ith 
rreshl y cooked Chakto. The meat alo ng wi th the food was ofTered to the deity along 
w ith sp rinklin g of Yu and Chanting . The meat and food was taken back home. 
Passa 's sister (Kado ' s moth er) cooked th e mea t separately. Afier all the cooking the 
rood was served in two separate g roups with each eating two separately cooked mea l. 

3 .2.2 Dogya -- Mun gya Relation 

The presence of Ya/Dugya in the married and unmarried descendant males group is 

of particular importance as it signifies their link to the common ancestress 76
. The 

children of descendant males are exclusively kept out from this ritual as they, ideally 

belong to different Riihs . The consanguinal males are addressed and referred to as 

Ku/Pu/Tsa and also Ta (MB/eB/By/GF), according to positions they occupy in the 

social matrix at different stages of their lives. The conjugal units that the descendant 

females form with their husbands (Ra-him) and children have a structure that is 

framed by Mayu (M), Payu (F) , Pu (eB), Tsa (yB /Z) and Na/ Tsa (e/y Z). Mayu is 

one who gives birth and , Payu is conjugal partner of Mayu. He works together with 

Mayu. Payu is different from Mayu as he belongs to some other group where his 

Mayu also resides. He calls Ya and Ta to Mother's Mother and Father. A Makim 

comprises of many such conjugal units linked with Ya who is a permaner:Jt figure for 

Ego as compared with his own Payu . 

Doyas are very sensitive to outsiders. Any conjugal alliance or sexual relation with 

someone not identifiable in the cosmology of their kin terms and relations and is 

J(, The descendant children vvi thin each exclusive eating group are referred to as Bongteng.· male 
children vvi ll be referred to as Bongpa and fern e1le cl1i ldren as Tingma (FBS/MZS and FBO/MZO). 
They are forbidd en to marry eacl1 oth er. On th e oth er hand , th e relati on between descendant c l1 ildren 
of th e tVvD exclusive eating groups is referred to as Dugya-Mungya who is prescribed to undergo 
conjugal ties vvith (MBS/0 vvith FZS/0) . In oth er VvDrds cross cousins are ' connubium', after Levi
Strauss, to each other's groups. 
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feared for the indignation of local deity and for the social ostracism77
. Perhaps, it 

takes an unconscious and instinctive or emotional move or sometimes force upon on 

the part of an individual to drive him to the point of committing such an act, which is 

not approved by the society. Where all the individuals in a group follow the socially 

approved ways of life and expectation there is everything in the group to satisfy and 

satiate all the biological, psychological, physical , material drives and aspirations of 

each and every individual within their society. Just as the "collective conscience" 

binds individuals in a simple society. The binding power of 'conscience' lies in the 

nature of the collectiveness of the social co llection - the collection of members or the 

members of a collection have to make up a complete, wholesome cosmology of kin 

terms and relations for an individual , within which one can live one's life fully. And to 

achieve such a cohesive , harmonic, and reproductive lineal group, the descent 

members of both sexes should be capable of reproducing a proportionate number of 

seedlings (Lhi-Ra and Lhi-Met) to maintain a comp lete kinship cosmology to guide 

and propagate the lineage. 

Although this number game of sexes lies in God 's hand and people accept the 

realities , which may present many a different situations. When the seedlings of both 

sexes fall short to the required mates between sexes , the group tries to find other 

options within the structurally permissible limits of match making as we have 

discussed in the matrimonial rules. 

The matrimonial alliance pattern that emerges from a sample size of 32 couples 

within a depth of four generations shows a bilateral exchange of sons between two 

of more segmentary lineage groups (Table-3.2) . 

Out of the two prescribed choices of mates (FZS/MBS) the frequency of choices for 

FZS (Ni's sons) is re latively higher than that of MBS (Ku 's sons), who should be the 

first preferred choice for our female ago . But, if we look at the high frequency of 

11 The author had a close relati on with a damsel , who at a most crucial moment disclosed thi s fact 
after which there vvas ch ange in his relati on wi tl1 t11 e lady. My close associati on wi th the people vvas 
attributed to a role of a good fath er's as I vvas often ca ll ed Pang 
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occurrence among the prohibited cousins i.e. conjugal union between sisters' 

children, the higher frequency choices for FZS is overshadowed and needs no 

further explanation 78for the society under study. Although, we come to a situation 

Table- 3.2: Cousins Alliance Pattern79
. 

Cross- Parallel-cousins 
COLIS IllS 

--· ·- ··----~------

MBS-FZD FZS- MZC- FBC- TOTAL Percentage 
Generation MBD MZCII FBC* 

IV - - 4 - 4 12.5 

ill - - 8 - 8 25.0 

l! 2 I 2 I** 6 18.75 

------· -------- -~-- -

! 2 5 7 - 14 43.75 

TOTAL 4 6 21 I 32 100.00 

---~--

Percentage 12.5 18.75 65.625 3.125 100.00 

where reality blurs the structural ideals (principles) of the society. Doyas also seem 

to share the problem with that of Khasi's on the question of Patrilineal or Matrilineal 

classification as reported by Pranab Kumar Das Gupta (1984)80
. However, Doyas 

7x According to Homans and Schneiders's hyrothesis "societies in vvllicll marriage is 
allowed/preferred with MBD but prollibitcd/dis<lflJHUvcd with FZD wilt be societies possessing 
patrilineal kin-groups, and societies in vvhict1 marriage is allowed/preferred with FZD but forbidden 
/disapproved with MBD will be societies possessing matrilineal kin-groups." 
79 The data may not be representative of the population. However, the collection vvas done at random 
without any preconceived pattern in mind. # Parallel cousin marriage among sisters' children is 
formally prohibited up to third generation by descent. * Parallel cousin marriage among brothers' 
children is strictly prohibited up to seventh generation by direct descent. **This case may be taken as 
an abnormal occurrence as such this case is extremely rare in the society. 
xo Pranab Kumar Das Gupta, Life & Culture of Matrlinea/ Tribes of Meg/JaiDya, 1984, p94. 
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represent a case showing extreme tenacity of group formation deviating from their 

own structural principles. 

Given the choices of male mates (FZS/MBS), cross-cousin matrimonial alliance help 

maintain furtherance of at least two parallel segmentary lineal groups under different 

Riih(s) whereas, the relation between parallel cousins serve the purpose of one's 

mother's lineage under a Riih only (G-5&6). 

Undoubtedly of course, the parallel cousin marriage of consanguinal sisters should 

positively attribute to the development of an intense in-breeding tendency among the 

segmentary lineal groups under a Riih although genetically, the intense inbreeding 

may also prove quite a disadvantage for the survival of the small population of Doya. 

Nevertheless, the empirical facts seem to support the local history of demographic 

regeneration of the people, wherein people seemed to have explored all the possible 

ways of group survival in adverse demographic situation. 

This brings us to an interesting aspect of kinship study where we can see how 

certain structural principles operate under extreme constrains of human resources 

and how individual members try to adapt to it at the organisational level. But first we 

must see what type of kinship terminology we are dealing with. 

3.3: Doya System: A Typological Problem 

According to the Typological classification of Kirshoff (1931) and Lowie (1928, 1929) 

Doyas case conforms to "Bifurcate collateral81
" type but according to Murdock's 

cousin typology Doyas case closely conforms to Iroquois type82 in Ego's generation. 

81 F:;:. FB:;:. MB (Doya terms for these notations arc P;tyu. Pang and Ku, respectively for nwlc alters) and M r 
MZ ·t Z (Mayu, Yu and Ni respectively for female ;titers) 
x2 B == FBS = MZS :;:. FZS = MBS (Doya terms arc~ Pu. Pu. Pu-mikc, Lhi-ra and Lhi-ra respectively for male 
alters) and Z = FBD = MZD :;:. FZD = MBD (Doya terms are; Na, Na, Na-mike, Llti-met and Llti-mct 
respectively for female alters) 

\ 
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Yet, Doyas case on one hand, can not be associated with that of Sudanese which is 

characterised by descriptive terms for all cousins and siblings on the other hand, the 

Doyas case is not based upon Lowie's "B ifurcate merging83
" principles also . The 

problem is further complicated when empirical data show apparent differences 

between FBC (Pu/Na/Tsa) and MZC (Pu/Na/Tsa-mike). A considerable number of 

marriages took place involving MZC making a percentage of 65.6(Table-3.2) in a 

total samp le of 32 married couples taken at random whereas, marriage alliances 

between FBC was an exception involving strong sanctions against it. This 

behavioural pattern between MZC makes the Doyas case perplexing to any 

generally known pattern. These reasons compel one to further consider the Doyas 

case in particular and see things within its own social, cultura l and demographic 

context. 

G-5: Ego's Collateral Relations. 

( ' Ya /

1

, Ta 

I 

J 
1\ Ta ~\ Ta r l Ya ( l Ya 

I I I 

I 

A Payu f\Ku-me ~~ifmJ-wu ) Pang ~_""_ _rPang ~ Ku (1 Ni JMayu 

1- l _.l 
c(-me) T l l' 

I - I 
0 (' (\ I' ( ' 

'i •I 

PufNafTsa 
(Lhira-Lh imet) PufNa EGO Tsa (Lhira-Lh imet) PufNa/Tsa 

(-mike) 

The above genealogy represents the cosmology of kin terms in immediate concern 

of an Ego . It is apparent that Ego distinguishes FZ (Ni) and FZH (Ku) from that of 

HJ F = FB ot. MB : M = IYlZ ot. FZ (Doya terms are: Payu. Pang, Ku and Mayu. Yu, and Ni respecti ve ly) . 
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MB (Ku) and MBW (Ni) by suffixing '-me' and, in Ego's generation MZC from FBC 

(Pu/Tsa) by suffixing '-mike'. Thus, FZ (Ni) is called as 'Ni-me' and her husband 

G-6: Ego's Generational Collateral Cousins. 

F Z C 
Lhi-Ra 
Lhi-Met 

F B C 
Pu/Tsa 
Narrsa 

--=-I c( 

I -As 1 z 
fEGO \, Pu/Na/Tsa 

M Z C 
Pu/Mike 
Na/Mike 
Tsa/Mike 

M B C 
:)Lhi/Ra 

Lhi/Met 

as 'Ku-me', and MZC as 'Pu-mike/ Tsa-mike'. The suffix helps in distinguishing real 

MB (Ku) from FZH (Ku-me) in the same way FBC from MZC. The implication of the 

distinction can be seen in the distancing order between parallel cousins of opposite 

sexes in forming a possible conjugal union. It has been shown that in ideal situation 

parallel cousins on mother's side are forbidden for 3 consecutive generations and on 

father's side up to 7 generations. In other words we can say that parallel cousins on 

mother's side are close to Ego's connubia by 3 generations and on father's side far 

by 7 generations to form conjugal union. And we have seen (Table-3.2) the extent to 

which the forbidden distance can be reduced to form a conjugal union on mother's 

side only. Furthermore, in Ego's parental generation we can see the following 

equations; 

M (Mayu) '* MBW (Ni-me) '* FZ (Ni) '* MZ (Yu) = FBW (Yu) '* M (Mayu) 

F (Payu) * MB (Ku) '* FZH (Ku-me) * FB (Pang)= MZH (Pang) -:pf (Payu) 
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Now, given the situation where they try to equate parallel and cross-cousins on the 

maternal side in matrimonial relations where MZ = FBW and FB = MZH and parallel 

cousin matrimonial relation is prohibited, it is difficult to arrive at any definite 

conclusion unless we had dealt with 'significata' of the kin terms along with the 

integral behaviour and attitudes. 

G-7: Ego's Matrilineage and Connubia 

I 

T 

Note: Conjugal relation with 1 is prescribed but with 2 it double ensures the furtherance of the lineage. 3 and 4 are alternatives 

in the absence of 1 and 2. 

3.4: Doya System of Kin terms and Relation 

To proceed with we begin with our Ego who enters the matrix of relationship under 

the cosmology of terms as a Chu (great grand son/grand son) by a legitimate birth. 

Chu becomes part of the kinship system the moment s/he is bestowed with the term 
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Chu. And from this position through a gradual process of education in the residential 

group Chu gets introduced to all others of his concerned and develops appropriate 

attitudes and shapes his or her behaviour accordingly towards each and every 

member associated to him or her with certain terms. Chu remains Chu irrespective 

of sexes to their grandparents' generation to whom Chu calls Ya and Ta (MM & MF) 

but to Chu's own parents Chu is Chan and it may be Ra-chan (a son) or Met-chan (a 

daughter) . Both call their parents Mayu and Payu. A conjugal family would comprise 

of Mayu, Payu with Ego's Na (eZ) , Pu (eB) and Tsa (yB & Z). As Ego grows up s/he 

comes to know Mayu and Payu very closely. Ego looks upon them as protectors, 

feeders, comforters and teachers who work together at home and in the fields . Ego 

also comes to know that their parents expect them to help and assist them at work 

wherever possible at home or in the fields . Further on, the day Ego discovers itself 

either as Ra-chan or Met-chan s/he develops some kind of gender concept and tries 

to differentiate and associate itself with others in the residential group. Ego as Ra

chan discovers in a gradual process that his Payu who share the same gender with 

him has no Mayu and Payu in the Makim, that his parents are in some other's 

household to which he belongs and that he comes to stay with his mother (Mayu). 

And also that Ego's MB (Ku) also goes to stay with their own woman in some other's 

house when the time comes - none of the males who are born in the house lives in 

the house but stay put with their wives in other's house - and that he should also 

follow suit some day because none of the females who are born in his household 

can be a sex partner. Thus he classifies all females of the residential group i.e. Ya, 

Mayu, Yu , Na and Tsa in one group and develops a different attitude towards them. 

He looks at Ya as a kind , benign respectable woman, Yu something like Mayu but 

not so intimate as she has got her own children to care. 

Na and Tsa always remain with Mayu and Payu , to look after them in their old age 

and he looks at them as woman reserved for some other Poja (Boy) but they look at 

each other with care , affection and confidence. They take it as their moral 

responsibility and duty to look after Na/ Tsa and the ir children because those males 

who come to stay with his Na and Tsa as sex partners also feel the same way 
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towards their own Na/ Tsa and their children at their natal homes, as he does. In the 

same way Met-chan also differentiate and associate themselves with all the females 

and come to know that women do not leave their ancestral land and lineage and that 

there are Poja who would come to stay with them from, other's group. They also 

come to know that it is their duty and responsibility to look after their parents and 

that there riih title passes through their children only. From the very childhood days 

they know their Pu/Tsa (B) as most reliable friends at play and at works. She also 

slowly discovers that there are certain works that are better done by opposite sex 

and that certain activities are not done without Pu and Tsa. While associating with all 

·the females and sharing their similarities they are also going to become Mayu one 

day. 

As and when the Ra-chan and Met-chan socially matures along with certain 

physiological developments in their body their horizon of cosmological knowledge 

increases to include those who are non-resident but matters in the household 

activities of Ego's residential group. And also s/he further explores and come to 

know who can become a sex partner and who cannot. Ego comes to know that their 

Ku (MB) plays an important role in rituals and other family matters as he is most 

confidential and reliable person for Mayu besides her own husband (Ra-him) who is 

also obliged to his own sisters in the same manner. Ku does not have any term of 

address for them but calls them by personal names. He refers to Ego and Ego's Pu, 

Na and Tsa as Lhi-Ra and Lhi-Met (which may literally mean male and female 

seedling for the lineage). Ego's Mayu also refers to Ku's children as Lhi-Ra and Lhi

Met and do not use the term Chan for them. Ego also realises slowly that there is a 

special relation with Ku's children. They are not allowed to treat or address them 

like their own Pu/ Tsa or Na/ Tsa. On the other hand, Ego's kinsmen always try to 

tell Ego directly or indirectly in teasing or playful manners who to go with for her sex 

partners or life partners to become Ra-him and Met-hin (H&W). 
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Thus, Ego looks upon their Ku as responsible and resourceful person in man and 

material needs and behaves obligingll4 towards them as compared with one's own 

Payu85
. The attitudes and behaviour, Ego develops towards Ku is quite different from 

that of Pang (FB) also. Pang hardly matters in the household organisation of Ego. 

Like Ego's Payu and Pang are brothers, Mayu and Pang's wife, Yu are also taken as 

sisters so the children of Pang and that of Yu's (FBW/ MZ) are like Ego's Pu/ Na/ 

Tsa. They form separate residential units and if Yu happens to be MZ whose 

husband is also known by the same term, Pang a difference is made by Ego in 

relation with their MZC (Pu-mike, Na-mike, Tsa-mike). It is this relation which makes 

Doya's case a specially a curious one. 

MB (Ku) ::F FZH (Ku-me) * FB (Pang)= MZH (Pang) 

FZ (Ni)-:~= MBW (Ni-me)-:~= MZ (Yu) = FI1W ( Yu) 

By the time our ego attains the age of maturity (13-15) s/he is quite familiar with all 

these cosmological kin terms. Our Ego is confronted with a hypothetical equation in 

which all the consanguinal brothers and sisters of both Mayu and Payu in the same 

generation could also have conjugal relations like their own Mayu and Payu86
. 

This will present a kind of relation between any two connubia in which males are 

symmetrically exchanged in the same generation. And the first pair of conjugal union 

will hold a cardinal hinge between the two groups around which rest will fold in to 

H
4 It is a matter of prestige and question of additional property for a Lhi-Ra if he gets an opportunity to 

carry Ku's dead body to the Burial site. Such opportunity is never allowed to Ku's own sons (Ra-chan) 
if Lhi-Ra is there. 
x5 The relation between Payu and Chan can be quite delicate especially with one's own Ra-chan. At 
least three cases of bitter quarrels between Payu and Ra-c!Jan were recorded during my stay in 
which Ra-e/Jan maltreated or bashed up their own Payu in one such case in Satakha village elders 
intervened and got the Ra-chan pay a fine of a tumbler (Belheng) of Yu to his Payu. 
xG The empirical data collected during my field studies do not support this hypothesis although in one 
or t~,~vQ genealogy it has been noticed that consanguinal brott1ers formed conjugal relation with 
consaguinal sisters of the same generation (see Scf<~ll's Matrilineage). 
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form conjugal union with opposite sexes (G-8). It further throws up many 

hypothetical situations on the basis of demographic features in times. 

If the hypothesis holds true it not only holds the key to the original kinship structure but also 

brings up many implications. In th e first place if mother's brother Ku forms a conjugal union 

with father's sister Ni there are none other than Ego's own Ku and Ni, and if MZ (Yu) forms a 

conjugal union with FB (Pang) they are also none other than Ego's own Pang and Yu . The 

former gives a connubium for Ego or further propagation of the lineage and favours in 

maintaining the residential matrilineage group while the latter would help in lateral expansion 

of the matrlineage by segmentation under a particular Riih and would have helped in Matri

clan format ion by procreating and expanding action of the two conjugal union . 

G-8: Affines and Kinsmen 

Ya(MM ) Ta(FF) 

Yu 
(Mz) 

Yu Ku Mayu ~~ N1 
; (MZ) ,- MB) (M) A~F~y~ (FZ) i 

: _________ __ ____ _______________ '_-_-_:-__ :·_-__ -_-_--_:·_-_-_-_:·_-_:·_--_-_-_-_:·_-_: :·-_-_--__ -_-__ -__ -__ --_-_-_-_:·_-_:--_-_-_--_-_:~------- - - - ------------··-] 

EGO 

Pang 
(FB) 

What might have gone wrong that the people had to break the traditional prohibited 

rules and resort to Bongteng conjugal formation? The answer may be in the 

imbalance sex ratio in the residential matrilineage group. 

A situation might arise when in conjugal family only male or female children are 

born. The family in which only male children are born would obviously cease to 

propagate the matrilineage Riih to which they belong unless resorted to matrilineage 

transmutation and the family in which on ly female ch ildren are born will not have any 
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connubium for their descending children of the following generation to propagate the 

matrilineage unless they resort to parallel cousins (Bongteng conjugal formation in 

the same generation) much against the prohibitory rules but perhaps, for the survival 

of the group if no other options are available. It means, in a residential matrilineage 

all the members for an Ego are all our people as Rangka differentiated from all 

others such group as Nganka in local terms. 

When all the people are our own close kin referred to with certain categorical terms, 

these terms Ego uses in his/her social environment should have certain definite 

attitudes associated with which s/he defines the relations with alters and shapes 

appropriate behaviour into some order. What was this order? Who brought about 

this order? R. Fox (1967:31) says, "No Australian aborigine sat down and worked 

out a blue print for the complicated system of kinship and marriage rules for which 

he is justly famous, but his ability to conceptualise and classify was as much a factor 

in this successful development as the claws of a tiger ... in the survival and success 

of these species." Or did the order corne up because of certain nature of orderliness 

in the minds of human? And then perhaps, attitude and behaviour also came up by 

the very nature of the order with which every individual wanted to order his or her 

own social environment, in the 'our-kin-group' or Rangka. And because the decision 

on the sex of the unborn child does not lie in the hands of any body, sometimes our 

group quite possibly must have come across such situation when ratio of sex in 

children's generation might have failed to support the continuance of 'our-kin-group'. 

And for the fear of dying out they must have recruited/ contacted/ come by such 

individual(s) outsiders who could have helped continue the 'our-kin-group'. When 

such strangers join in the group for reproduction and become a part of household 

members and grow up in the society the offspring of the strangers need to be 

accommodated in the same order of society of the Rangka group by the ways of 

socialisation and education, to develop in them the right attitude and behaviour 

components towards each and every categorical kin termed individuals. 
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The order of social environment of our original Rangka group with a set of kin terms 

makes the complete cosmology of kin terms for the individual members who lived in 

the group. The larger group grows with the outsiders the greater would be 

importance of institutionalising and inculcating the basic attitudes of the original kin 

terms among the members to keep them in the same order. 

On attaining the age of maturity our Ego, at any time, when domestic situations are 

compelling or on one's own motivation on the part of Lhi-Ra or enticed or attracted 

by Lhi-Met, Ego makes a night visit to his predetermined sex partner much 

expectedly or receives a night visit. Since that night, Ego either becomes a resident

husband (Mahnkpa) to wife's parents and wife's brothers and sisters and Ra-him to 

Ego's wife who becomes his Met-hin to the visiting Lhi-Ra. They address each other 

with the term O-roh87
. The day Lhi-Ra becomes a Mahnkpa in one's Ku's conjugal 

family, Ku becomes Ta and Ku's wife Ni becomes Ya for the same Ego (Lhi-Ra). On 

the other hand, to Ego's wife Ego's Mayu and Payu who may be her own Ni (FZ) 

and Ku (FZH) become Ya and Ta, respectively. Ego's elder brothers who are 

already settled with their prescribed Lhi-Met become Pang and Yu to Ego. 

What is to be noted here is that when Ego gets along with Lhi-Met, Ku gets reliable, 

faithful and productive person who is also capable of reproducing further progeny 

and look after the property of wife's residential group at the loss of his sister's 

household. The only substitute for such a loss of a male is Ku's own son to be taken 

as a Mahnkpa or husband to Ego's own sister in the natal residential group, even if 

there are many other options for a substitute (G-7). 

Once the Ego is in conjugal relation with the prescribed mates, s/he gets to know some of 

his/her affinal relatives. On Ra-him's (H) side, stle comes to know her Ra-him's sisters (HZ) 

whom she calls Lungma and she in turn is called Nama and between the Ego and all other 

Ra-him's brothers terms such as Pu/ Na/ Tsa are used loosely according to the relative 

x7 0-ro/7 is respectable terrn of address generally used in addressing or calling attention of sorne one 
in any inter-personal interactive situation. Junior to senior or to anybody whose personal name has to 
be avoided in direct address rnost often uses it or Vv11en one does not know other's personal name. 
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age of Ego and A!ter88
. And on the Met-hin's side, Ra-him gets to know his wife's a!l 

the Pu(s) and Tsa(s) who call him Mahnkpa and he in turn refers to them as Kutpu 

(WB) and to all the wife's Na and Tsa (WZ) he uses the same term of reference with 

a little different attitude towards them from what he would feel with his own Na and 

Tsa. There can be a joking relation between a Mahnkpa and wife's sisters. 

Thus, by the way of becoming Met-hin and Ra-him under certain preconception, our 

Ego is already well inside the matrix social relationship under the cosmology of kin 

terms. They are preparing to become more responsible like their own Mayu-Payu 

and Ya-Ta the day they have their own Chan and begin to take more active roles in 

the organisational aspects of respective corporate residential and lineal units as they 

age and have more and more Met-chan and Ra-chan. 

The first Chan, Ego gives birth entitles her to be called Mayu by her Chan and Payu 

to her Ra-him. It is also time the couple are already separated physically from the 

Makim and settled into their own Kim nearby to form a conjugal family of their own 

with a separate Jikpu (fire place). And the Mahnkpa enters a testing phase in his life 

- he takes sole responsibility of organising the small family doing all works himself 

ranging from manly works to cooking, feeding, washing and even midwifery during 

the delivery period. His Ya and Ta (WP) guide and supervise and assist if need be. 

Once this period is passed both the Met-hin and Ra-him take equal share in bringing 

up the child. 

Now, Ego enters into parental generation and by this time all their brothers and 

sisters are also in their respective conjugal family with one or more Chan. With these 

developments, our Ego have many Met-chan, Ra-chan (S&D), Chanda and Chand-

xx Once, a Malml<pa under certain temporary anreernent witt1 his wife's parents left her young wife 
witl1 a kid along witll t1is own parents in his natal t1ouse while he went out of station for a year long 
training. His younger brother (20), a student of mine in class-IV made sexual advances and 
impregnated her muc~1 against t1is father's disapproval and displeasure. When his father reprimanded 
the son the latter bashed up the father in an attempt to hush up the matter but it came to the notice of 
all the people. Soon tllC elder brottwr was stJJTHIHJrted t1orne and t11e matter was settled tJetween his 
elder brothers in consultation witl1 village elders. The younger brot11er had to pay certain Nama/fine to 
brother and to the village elders after vvhich the elder brother formally severed his conjugal and jural 
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Met (ZCw.s./BC m.s.), and Lhi-Ra and Lhi -Met (ZC m.s. /BC w.s .). And as and when 

these children mature and become indispensable part of labour force in their 

respective residential groups our Ego is also continuously concerned about finding 

substitutes for their Ra-chan who will soon leave the household one day to join his 

sex partner in a trusted predestined household. And the only substitute he can think 

of for the loss of his/her own Ra-chan is Lhi-Ra from his/her own sisters/brother's 

conjugal family. Because, Ego would always look for someone who can be identified 

and included under the kindred Idiom: Rang Yo ka no sum itpo (we all have the 

same feeling/ heart.) . 

When we think of two Egos who are brother and sister the brother becomes 

Mahnkpa in Ku 's conjugal fami ly and the other Ego (sister) is the one who remained 

as a Lhi-Met in the natal residential group. The descendant children of our Egos 

would again be Lhi-Ra/Lhi-Met to one another. And for the interest of their own 

residential group both of our Egos exchanges Lhi-Ra from each other for each 

other's Lhi-Met. 

The day our Egos get into the bond of conjugal unron their social positions are 

further pushed up into the third generation people -they become Ya and Ta to their 

resident son-in-law (Mahnkpa) and non-residentia l daughter-in-law (Nama) . Once 

this is over , our Ego in the parental generation and are better served and well looked 

after by their daughter with the help of their resident husbands. The Ego in 

consultation with her brothers and sisters and Mayu and Payu and already got a part 

of the ancestral land allotted equally to her conjugal family and children from which 

they have to share a certain portion of grain produce towards the maintenance of 

aging Mayu and Payu. Then there comes a time when one day Ego's sons and 

daughters give birth to yet another batch of individuals in the continuation of their 

lineage - a batch of Chu enters into the matrix of relations to replenish the older 

generation and it is time Ego's generation exit the well-knitted structure of social 

relations Vvith his Vvi fe in favour of hi s young er brother. Th e young er brother tt1 en became the 
legit imate Ro-!1im and father of ttw unborn clli lcJ. 
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relations leaving behind their terms and position to the generation following just 

behind to pass through the way they did . 

The cosmology of kin terms and relations associated with that became a part of 

Doya's life have well-defined ways of conjugal formation, reproducing and recruiting 

members and disposing off legitimate members in the system. It has its own 

structural principles "Ougya-Mungya" (cross-cousin) conjugal formation . 

Matrilateral in filiations and Matriliny in tracing descent and Matrilocality in residence, 

of the Doyas support the whole relationship structures and have ways and 

mechanisms of defining an exclusive boundary of its own with respect to other 

societies. 

The Doya structure does not seem to be static and determining but is sensitive to 

changes and is controlled by the principles of cybernetics where the basic structural 

principles are not fully executed and adhered to the system in such situation reacts 

by organising ways of conserving and preserving the system against the affected 

parts (social ostracism and elders' council): distancing the ordered social body from 

the deviant group and suppressing deviance by council 's admonition and sanction to 

maintain the commonly shared and accepted/acceptable social ways of life 

depending on the demographic features of the society. 

The ability of the system to accommodate growth in population and, adjust and 

adapt to changes in the demographic imbalance in sex composition also shows an 

elastic nature of the kinship structure. In other words, the elasticity of the structure is 

the function of demographic feature of the society. That is for a given society 

characterised by 'Elementary structure' (Levi-Strauss), the structural principles (of 

the people) organised its individual members to form (conjugal) reproductive units in 

perpetuation of thei r social tradition not necessarily aware of the laws of genetics. 

And when the sex composition of the population loses its delicate balance in a 

particular generation or two, and fails to meet the demands of the social 
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organisation, the kinship structure either stretches to accommodate or gets pressed 

to find acceptable ways of supporting harmony of the living group. 

The Doyas situation shows the limits to which the elasticity of the structure can be 

pressed to in the times of demographic crisis. 

The analyses of empirical facts of the Doya social organisation do not conform to 

any classified category of kinship system as described by E. R. Leach (1954). 

Although, Doya case shares certain similarities with that of Kariera type89 in their 

marriage pattern but the kin term looks similar with that of Iroquois type. However, 

the models that can be abstracted from the analysis of empirical data do not qualify 

entry to any type of system already studied. 

The transmission of Riih title exclusively on the female descendants and Matrilocality 

of female descents manifest a Matrilateral in character where the Doyas society 

seems to be exchanging sons between any two cross-cousins linked lineal groups to 

form conjugal units. The exchange can be either symmetrical between any two 

residential matrilineage group and among many such. Ideally, any two such 

exchanging groups have to be differentiated and distanced by 'Bongteng' or parallel 

cousin relations. In other words, Bongteng on maternal side are supposed to act as 

a wedge to facilitate expansion, exclusion and segmentation of a Riih towards 

formation of exogamic lineage. 

But the tendency of folding -in (Bongteng conjugal formation) among the Matrilateral 

parallel cousins reduces a group into an intensely endogamous kin group spatially 

distributed under many Makims with their segmented conjugal units. In such a 

situation, the only truly exogamous unit in Doya society is the Conjugal unit under a 

Kim and that group of Makims under a particular Riih title does not form a clan at 

least in its organisational aspects. And it is the extended conjugal unit under a 

Makim that forms the structural and organisational units and the plurality of which 
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composes the Doya society. The generally accepted norms and ways of life 

mastered by the individuals and cognisable to other, forms the integral identity of 

Doya society, and Doya society seems to be losing it by failing to execute the basic 

structural principles of Kinship. 

The absence of hypogamy and hypergamy between any two Lhi-Ra exchanging 

groups and the sheer lack of political organisation among themselves makes Doya 

society a homogeneously equalitarian society. There is no hierarchical stratification 

in the society although it is an ironical situation for Doyas who in their historical 

antecedence are said to have had developed their own political structure under a 

king whose palace/fortress still stands in ruins in Denchukha (1980: 17,vol.-ll). 

The ethnic relation with that of Totos across the border has to be thoroughly 

explored . B. K. Roy Burman (1956) while talking about close ethnic relations of 

Totos with that of Doyas gives a detailed description of clan organisation among the 

Totos but gives a blank sheet on their Kinship organisation and structure which 

makes it difficult to come up with any concrete conclusion about the ethnic relation at 

this stage. The problem will become still more difficult in time to come as both the 

Doyas and Totos are fast getting transformed under cultural and political impact of 

their respective countries. Further, Doyas may not qualify to be called another 'new 

tribe' of Bhutanese state-crafty as B. K. Roy Burman talks about Totos who he said 

were originally inside Bhutan. Doyas has to be seen and understood as an ethnic 

group or a caste in the Bhutanese context of nation building with its own 

development of cultural and political history under a legacy of Kingship . 

x9 Kariera typpe: ·· .. man marries a woma n who is doubl e cross-cousin(FZD/ MBD), .. si mpl y exchangi ng, 
wo me n betwee n descent unit s .. .. it is not necessary tkll onl y act ua l fir st cross-cous in marry, ... MBD = FZD = 
MMBDD: FF = MMB" Robin Fox( I <J67) p I R4 - !J2. 
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3.5: Comparison with other systems 

Having said this, let us now present below the kin term of few communities along with that of 

the Ooyas for the purpose of comparison and contrast, thereby initiating the process of 

better and fuller understanding of some of the se lesser-known people. The kin terms of the 

Nepalese (Lhotsharnpas) and of a section of the Rais (who are otherwise identified as a 

section of the large emergent Nepali community, even though they retain now a number of 

distinctive cultural traits of which kinship is one) locally called Dokhun Rais, possibly 

because of their residence towards the south (i .e. Daf<shin) along with those of Lepchas, 

Doya, Drukpas (the Oogapa community residing at Dorokha Dungkhag H.Q. who are known 

to have migrated from Ha region in the north .) and Sharcopas are presented in two a 

comparative tables(Table-3.3). The table above shows that Drukpa and Sharcop share 

number of terms emp loyed in denoting different kin relations. 

Table- 3 .3 : Comparative Kin Terms 

-------- - - - - - - - - -

SYMBOLS DRUKPA DOYA LEPCHA LHOTSHAM RAI SHARCOP 

(Dogapa) (Lhopu) (Nepali) (Dokhun) 

FF Jojo Ta thigung Bajey Phoba memey 

MF Jojo Ta thi gung Bajey Phoba memey 

FM Angey Ya nikung Boju Morna abi 

MM angey Ya nikung Boju Mama abi 

F apa Payu abo a pal papa Papa apa 

M am a Mayu A rna Am a Am a am a 

FB alw Pang batim Barababu Depa alw 

MB ajang Ku aj ang Mama depa/banga ajang 

FZ ani Ni aniu Phuphu nini/dema ani 
--- -- --- ----- -

Mz arncllllurn Yu rnutim asoo/kaki dern a/cl11l enga ajirn 

eB achu Pu anum Daju Bubu at a 

eZ a jim na a nom Didi Nan a ana 

yB nochu Tsa ing Bhai Yanga Kola/boning 

yZ sim/nurn T sa ing Beheni Yanga usa 
-

FBW achhum/ani Yu molim bari arna/ dema/chloenga a jim 
kaki/asoo 

MBW am bam/Ani Ni aniu Maiju - do- nni 
---
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FZH ajanglaku KU batim/aku Phupaju pusei/depa ajang 

MZH aku Pang -do- barababu/ kaka depa/banga aku 

FBC (Pints a) Pu/na/ anom/lng daju/bhai / bubu/nana/ ( Yungji) 
tsa didi/beheni yang a 

ata/ano) 

MBC -do- (Lhira- -do- bh<mja/ -do- (Kiwlhin-
Ll>imel) bllanij Mat hang) 

FZC -do- -do- -do- Daju/bhai/ -do- -do-
· didi/beheni 

MZC -do- Pu/na/tsa -do- -do- -do- ( Yungji) 

atalano 

H phuja ral1im Abo Loknev ? phewaktsa 

w am shu met-hin Ayu Aimei ? mevwktsa 

eBW nam (na) Ngiom Bauju Namey mathang 

eZH mak Mahnk- Ajong Behena Maksl1a khotkin 
pa 

yBW nam (tsa) ? Buhari ? mathang 
--- --- - -

yZH mak Malmkpa Meok Juwain Yangacl1a jajamin 

BC ? Chanda/ Namkupong bl1atijo/bhatiji -do- ? 
chan met 

-- ------- ----- - -- --
zc ? -do- anom/lng bhanj i/bhanij ? ? 

s bu Rachan tugrikap Cll llora yanga-tsa ja 

B bum Metchan ta-eukup Chhori -do- jamin 

sw nam nama ngiom Buhari Namey cheimin 

DH map Mahnkpa meok Juwain Maksha map 

WM ani Ya aniu Sasu Cl1hadima ani 

HM jum/ani Ya amo Sasu -do- -do-

WF ajang Ta afet Sasura Chhadiwa ajang 

HF ajang -do- abo -do- -do- -do-

ss tshew Chu- kupjong Nati Yangacha tshew 
chan 

-- -- - -- --- --- -·- --·--- --- - -

so tshum -do- -do- Natini -do- tsham 

OS tshew -do- -do- Nati -do- -do-

DD -do- -do- -do- Natini -do- -do-

Note: Italicised vwrds indicate similar use of kin terms among different systems. Terms given under 
parenthesis are terms of reference. 

Lhotsham and Rai share very few terms in common and similarly Lepcha and Lhopu 

(Doya) have a very few terms similarities . Geographically, the Drukpas are original 

--
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inhabitants of northwestern parts of Bhutan popularly known as Ngalom and 

Sharcops are of eastern Bhutanese. However, there has been strong cultural 

influence of the Ngaloms on the Sharcops in the history of Bhutan. It is possible that 

the Sharcop has popularly picked some of the Drukpa kin terms up. Sharcops have 

their own mother tongue. The situation between the Lhotsham (Nepali) and that of 

Rai (Dokhun) systems also seems to have the same history of cultural influence 

although they seem to belong to quite different linguistic groups and systems of kin 

terms and relations. Similarly, Lepcha and Lhopu live in the same region as minority 

Table- 3.4 Comparative Kin Terms and Relations 

SYMBOLS DRUKPA DOYA LEPCHA LHOTSHAM RAI(Dokhun) SHARCOP 
FB-FBW aku- pang-yu batim-motim Barababu- Oepa-dema aku-ajim 

amchhum bariama bang a-
kaka-Kaki _ c_l_l_heng_a _ -- - ---- ----- ------- ----

FBC achu/Ajim- pu/na-tsa a nom- claju/bhai- Chhog sa ata/ana-
nochu(sim- anum/ing didi/beheni kota/usa 

num) 
FZ-FZH ani- ni - ku aniu- phuphu-phupaju nini -pusei ani -ajang · 

aku/ajang batim/aku 
·--

(khotki;:;--FZC Achu- (lhira- anom./anum- daju/bhai- bubu/nana 
nochu lhimet) ing didi /beheni -yangna mathang) 

F- M ap- ai payu-mayu abo-- amo papa-am a papa-am a apa-ama 
EGO Ego __ Ef}_o Eg~-- E_go Ego Ego 

c achu/ajim- pu/na-tsa anom/anum- daju/did- bubu/nana- ata/ana-
nochu ing bhai/beh eni yangna kota/usa 

MB-MBW ajang- ku- ni ajang- aniu mama-maiju depa-dema Ajang- ani 
ambom/ani banga-chhenga 

~BC achu/ajim- (Lh ira- bhanja/bhanij 
c-

a nom/anum- bubu/nana- (Khotkin-
nochu(sim- Lhimet) ing yangna Mathang) 

numj 
MZ-MZH amchum- yu- pang mutim-batim kaka- kaki depa-dema/ Ajim- aku 

aku chhenga-banga 
MZC achu/ pu/na/ anom/ daju/didi- bubu/ ata/ 

ajimnochu tsa-mike anum-ing bhai/beheni nana-yanga kota-ana/usa 
(sim-num) 

Note: Italicised words indicate similar use of kin terms among different systems. Terms given under 

parenthesis are terms of reference. 

groups of people in Bhutan. Local history tells us that they even lived as neighbours 

long ago . They apparently belong to different linguistic groups and show less mutual 

influences on one another. 
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Following the comparisons of Kin terms (Table-3.5) a superficial classification of the 

six cases based on Lowie and Kirchhoff's system of classification gives us the 

impression that the Drukpa, Lhopu, Lepcha and Sharcop all together belong to 

Bifurcate Collateral type, the Lhotsham case being Bifurcate Merging and that of Rai 

belonging to Lineal system in the first ascending generation. 

Table- 3.5: Classification of Kin Terms- I (Lowie and KirchhoffXl) 

DRUKPA DOYA LEPCHA LHOTSHAM RAI(DOKHUN) SHARCOP 

FtFBtMB F IFB;MB F;;FBtMB FtFBtMB FtFB = MB FtFBtMB 
~- -- -------------- ----------- ------- -------- --- ~--------- f----- ---- ---~- --

Mo=MZo=FZ M-,;MZ;tFZ M7cMZ-,;FZ M;tMZ;tFZ M;tMZ=FZ M"'MZ"'FZ 
Bifurcate Bifurcate Bifurcate Bifurcate Bifurcate 
Collateral Collateral Collateral Merging Lineal Collateral 

Yet in another system of classification91 developed by Murdock there are four main 

types of Kinship systems (Table- 3.6). 

It has also been noted that these four types of Murdock's are in general equivalent to 

that of Lowie-Kirchhoff's types. Murdock's system of classification is based on 

cousin typology in Ego's own generation. In this system of classification Drukpa and 

Lepcha system apparently belong to Hawaiian Generational type, Lhotsham and Rai 

do not seem to match with any of the four typological formulations although Ego in 

both the system seem to relate with cross-cousins on mother's side in a similar way. 

Lhopu and Lepcha seem to matcl1 well with that of lroqouis type in their basic 

features. However, Lhopus case would still be uncomfortable in this type, as they 

tend to equate cross cousins with that of parallel cousins on maternal side. 

yo Alan Barnard and Anthony Good, 1984, p 61-62_ 
'
11 Murdock's cousin typology equivalent to Lowic"s four types arc: 
(i) Hawaiian B=cfBS~MZS==FZS=MBS: z~FBD MZD-~FZD MBD 

(ii) Eskimo 8-,:FBS=MZS=FZS=MBS: z,:FBD cf\1ZD=FZD=MBD 
(iii) Sudanese 8-,:FBS-,:MZS,:FZS,:MBS: Z,:FBD; l'vlZD-rFZD;eMBD 
Adopted from Alan Bamard and Anthony Good (I ()8-l) p (> J-(>2 
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Table-3.6: Classification of Kin Terms- II 

(Murdock's Cousin Typology Equivalnet to Lowie's System.) 

Notation Drukpa Doya Lepc ha Lhotsham Rai Sharcop 

z a jim na Anum didi Nan a Ana 

B achu pu A nom daju Bubu At a 

FBD a jim na Anum didi Nan a Ana 

FBS achu pu A nom daju Bubu At a 

MZD a jim na-mike Anum didi Nan a Ana 

MZS achu pu-mike A nom daju Bubu At a 

FZD a jim I hi-met Anum didi Nan a mathang 

FZS acl1u lhi-ra A nom daju Bubu khotkin 

MBD a jim I hi-met Anum Bhanij chhogsa mat hang 

MBS acllu Ill i-ra Anorn Bl1anja chhogsa kllotkin 

TYPES Hawaiian ? lroqouis Hawaiian lroqouis 

Generational Bifurcate Generational ? ? Bifurcate 

Merging Merging 
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SUMMARY 

A consanguinal group comprises of descendent daughters their husband and 

children. Son takes resident at his wife's household after marriage but he continues 

to have important roles and responsibilities towards his sister's children and welfare 

of his matrilineal household. The relations between brother-sisters, mother-son with 

respect to mother-daughter and maternal uncle - sister's children have structural 

importance in Doya social organisation. The relation between sib brother - sister is 

most crucial through which the matrilineal descent lines are perpetuated by an 

exchange of sons between the consanguinal households of bothers and sisters. In 

fact the son-exchange groups are also the consanguinal groups. The position of 

brother is peculiar in the sense that he belongs to wife's natal household by virtue of 

being a father and a resident-son-law and at the same time he belongs to his own 

natal house by virtue of being a member of matrilineal descent and corporate group. 

However, descent groups are formed comprising of son-mother and grandmother on 

one hand and on the other, mother-daughters and children on the other. This group 

segregation is expressed in food sharing pattern in the annual ancestral worship day 

at the matrilineal household. The two groups cook and eat separately where mother 

has a choice or privilege to join both the groups as point of linkage between the two 

groups. The groups thus separated ritually facilitate matrimonial exchange of sons 

between bother and sisters' residential groups marked by strong in-group feeling 

with respect to one another. 

Therefore, all the affinal relatives are also Ego's own kinsmen. When a conjugal 

alliance takes place between any two cross cousins they refer to their uncle (MB) 

and aunty (FZ) as grandparents (yalta) clubbing them together with MM, MF, FF and 

FM. Since the descent is traced through female line with distinct matrlineal (Riih) 

titles, any two son exchanging groups should ideally have different lineal titles but in 

Doyas case the two exchanging groups may also have the same title through 

parallel cousins marriages on the mother's side. 
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Doya system of kin term and relation show a case of "double cross-cousin" 

matrimonial relationship pattern where in at least two matrilineal groups exchange 

sons instead of sisters as in the case of many other simple societies. 


